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PART ONE
BOHEMIA SUCCUMBS TO
CONVENT I ON
I'm sorry to say that
sometime this summer I
passed a landmark in
the steady erosion of
my super-sophomoric
suburbo-boheme value
system ... . . .
I realized that I
could no longer enjoy
eating a HOT DOG.
The relentless onslaught of the a la
mode, coupled with the
irreversible flow of
the au courant had
carried me to a space
in time where my own
pretensi o ns about
lifestyle refuted my
suburban legacy and
rendered me alien to
the ultimate icon of
classless americana.
In Rhode Island they
call 'em WEENIZ .
And it wasn't just
the fact that I had
developed an aversion
to the tube steak .. .
whose nearly psychedelic toxin content
had fueled my artistic
fantasies since I was
old enough to squeeze
the mustard: Noooo, it
was more; much,much
more! This was no
~ imple maturation of

my taste, it constituted a major deviation
in philosophical
orientation ... RILLY!
After enduring years
o f p~opaganda from the
advocates of pesto, and
the ten thousand other
variations of fabulous
epicure that currently
rule this planet, my
commitment to
THE
OLD WEST
EAT-IT- OUT- OF-THE- CAN
SCHOOL OF FINE DINING
was hopelessly weakened. Where-as I would
once have become
apoplectic in the
presence of a nouvelle
waitress performing
her recitative of the
specials du jour, I
soon found myself
grumbling if I ate
the same meal two days
in a row .
The rigors
of fabulousness were
upon me fast and
furious! And before I
had a chance to consider
the ramifications of
these subtle changes ...
well sir, I found
myself more interested
in povrer than in
sex appeal.
What had become of
the funky, quasi-spartan
ethos of ·w ·estern
bohemiana; the law of
the beat frontier?
How did all those
hippies metamorphise

into oenophiles anyway?
From what cryonic suspension chamber was
GOOD TASTE exhumed and
returned to some
Victorian level of
uniformity?
Pity the poor
bohemian who watches
his former playmates
fixate on real estate,
air travel and fine
dining.
Pity the last,humane
gourmand surrounded by
the new breed of
epicurean rhinoceros.
Pity me, sitting here,
wondering WHY, whilst
tout le monde is asking
WHAT"S IN IT?

·~zy
PART TWO BOHEMIA
EATEN ALIVE BY EL
FAVOLOZO
Recently I suffered
through a "vacation"
disturbingly akin to a
period of indentured
servitude. My host/
master was a world
class megalomaniac and
pan-cultural-persona-neplus-ultra. Yes! She
w·as very FABULOUS. More
than that she was
FOB-U-LOUS.
And, claiming to be no
less than da mamma of
de avant gods, she set
upon my poor beat
psyche with the
intention of teaching

